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Abstract 

Afghanistan’s 2014 presidential election is the third such poll since the Bonn Agreement of 2001 
and is significant for representing the first democratic transfer of power. It is also significant for 
reinvigorating a sense of legitimacy amidst a greater democratisation process which was severely 
setback by the fraudulent election of 2009. However, this democratisation process (and associated 
elections) is just one aspect of the international community’s engagement concerning the state-
building and counterinsurgency efforts within Afghanistan. Furthermore, these elections and the 
developing polity of the Islamic Republic must be seen to conform to the distinct socio-political, 
ethnic, and historical context of Afghanistan’s power structures. In Afghanistan the Single Non-
Transferable Vote (SNTV) is for the candidate, not the political party. However, within the 
democratisation process it may be argued that the winning candidate is less important than the 
flavour of democracy which they promote. Observations within this commentary paper are 
indicative of the need to pursue a distinct Afghan mode of democracy, and for international aid 
donors to assist this in order for democratisation to progress towards fruition. 
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Afghanistan is enjoying today her 5,000 years' life of full glory and splendour. She is 

proud of her history, her monuments, and her cultural heritage. She is the mother 

of democracy, the birthplace of two important religions- Hinduism and 

Zoroastrianism and the original home of the Aryans, forefathers of most of the 

present progressive nations (Ali, 1969: ii).1 

1. Introduction 

The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan is presently navigating processes of democratisation, in which 

the 2014 presidential election is the latest progressive step.2 This election is perhaps most 

significant in itself for it constitutes the first democratic change of premiership.3  However, the 

real significance may be found in the greater context of Afghanistan’s democratisation. Any 

commentary concerning the 2014 presidential election is of only superficial value without paying 

consideration to the greater Afghan socio-political, ethnic, and historical context. The observations 

within this paper are indicative of the need to pursue a distinct Afghan mode of democracy and for 

international community and aid donors to support this. 

The 2014 presidential election follows in the footsteps of the previous 2004 and 2009 elections.4 

These elections were a result of the 2001 UN-sponsored Bonn Agreement.5 There was clear 

momentum post-2001. However, it was quickly realised by the international community that the 

election timetable was hurried and perhaps impractical for mounting meaningful elections (Suhrke 

et al, 2004: 33-34). Although each election has not been without its problems in isolation, they 

must nevertheless be analysed as part of the broader democratisation process that seeks to 

 

1 Mohammed Ali published this assessment five years after constitutional monarchy was introduced in Afghanistan, 
and four years prior to Mohammed Daud’s coup. Daud himself was overthrown by a pro-Soviet coup in 1978, 
preceding the Soviet intervention of 1979. 

2 This commentary paper was published prior to the final election results being decided. 

3 Additionally noteworthy here is how President Karzai has relinquished the reins of power. 

4 There have also been the parliamentary elections of 2005 and 2010, with the next being scheduled for 2015. 

5 The Bonn Agreement resulted from UN sponsored mediation in Bonn, post-9/11 and the expulsion of the extant 
Taliban regime. It worked towards conflict-resolution and democratisation within Afghanistan. However, the Taliban 
themselves were conspicuously absent from the process and did not sign the document. 
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promote a democratic culture of acceptance and legitimacy. Underlining the international 

community's commitment to the democratisation process, $134 million in aid was pledged to the 

2014 presidential election (FCO, 2013), with additional finance assisting related issues, such as 

state building and government capacity. 

Afghanistan’s emergent democratic system includes more than just the presidential and 

parliamentary elections. Direct ballots elect representatives within the Wolesi Jirga (the 249 seat 

House of the People), provincial councils, district councils, village councils, municipal councils and 

the office of mayor, while the Meshrano Jirga (the 102 seat House of the Elders) comprises a 

mixture of indirect elections and appointments (Reynolds et al, 2005: 4-6).6 Although in isolation 

these elections may be flawed, they contribute towards the greater system of inclusive Afghan 

democratic leadership.7  

A pertinent truism is that ‘it may be better to let the Afghans themselves do a job badly than for us 

to do it for them’ (Cowper-Coles, 2012: 291). Afghanistan’s entrenched traditional power 

structures will not change overnight on outsider’s say-so.  A democratic culture must be allowed 

to develop to bridge what Dahl termed ‘cleavages that are particularly favourable to acute 

polarization’ (1971: 106). However, as Ali (1969) noted, democracy is not alien to Afghanistan, as 

may be seen in interpretations of shura (consultation), jirga (assembly) and the Afghan 

charchaokat-e Islam (edges of Islam). Even during the beleaguered 2009 presidential election 

there was enthusiasm at the local level (Larson, 2010: 4). The subsequent 2010 parliamentary 

elections augmented this enthusiasm, introducing new elected leadership at the regional level, 

and the Afghanistan Sub-National Governance Programme (ASGP),8 in addition to further national 

institution building (UNDP, 2010: 8, 13). The democratisation process reaching the rural provinces 

through sub-national governance and the Wolesi Jirga is significant for the Afghan context of 

decentralised societal power structures. 

 

6 Provincial council elections have been undertaken simultaneously with the 2014 presidential election. 

7 As of 2014 elections had been held for the office of president, Wolesi Jirga, Meshrano Jirga and provincial councils 
(AREU, 2014: 93).    

8 The ASGP is a programme optimised to developing local level governance capacity, and is also a conduit for aid 
donor assistance at this level, although confusion has occurred through competing agendas with other bodies such as 
the National Area Based Development Programme (NAPBD) (Saltmarshe and Medhi, 2011: 56).  
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Amidst the conflict in Afghanistan, the process of democratisation must compete for legitimacy 

with Islamism and tribal power structures. Defeating the Taliban-led insurgency requires winning 

the support of Afghanistan’s citizenry in the long term and assimilating them into the democratic 

process.9 However, paradoxically, foreign aid towards developing an inclusive democratic system 

may encourage a blowback of Islamist opposition.10 Democracy is fundamentally opposed by some 

in Afghanistan, especially if it is perceived to possess westernised excesses (or fraud) incompatible 

with Afghanistan’s charchaokat-e Islam.11 With over a million votes discounted, high intimidation 

and a low voter turnout, the 2009 presidential election contributed to a sense of scepticism 

(Smith, 2014: 11) and set a negative precedent.12 

Concerns over fraud and foreign interference may be identified amongst candidates as well as the 

citizenry. This was seen with President Karzai’s prominent opposition in 2009 when Abdullah 

Abdullah and the United Front (UF) argued that Karzai held significant advantages through his 

incumbency (Katzman, 2009: 17).13 Post-election investigation suggested that acceptance of the 

democratisation process amongst Afghanistan’s citizenry was decreasing, contrary to efforts 

consistent with international best practice (Larson, 2009: 27). A successful 2014 election was 

therefore critical to regaining the momentum of the democratisation process and providing the 

new president with a gravitas of legitimacy. 

2. Afghanistan’s Socio-Political History 

Afghanistan possesses a distinct socio-political and historical context, exhibiting complex 

traditional power structures and a salience of ethnicity. This is of considerable significance for 

 

9 Taliban (student) is an umbrella term which comprises Pashtun confederations and tribes, which may be traced back 
to the historic Pathan lineage. 

10 Foreign occupation or ‘overt domination’ resulting in a ‘boomerang effect’ is well theorised within the context of 
polyarchy, with Dahl’s use of the Nazi analogy (1971: 189-201). 

11 This includes prominent personalities within the United Islamic Front (UIF), such as Jaleb Mubin Zarifi, who 
forwarded that inclusive democracy is incompatible with Afghan interpretations of Islam, and who blamed factually 
unrelated ills (such as cancer) on women’s supposed immodesty (in Alvi, 2011: 2-3). The presence of such beliefs 
clearly confronts the democratisation process.   

12 The author was in Afghanistan through 2008-2009, and witnessed the run-up to the 2009 election. 

13 The United Front bloc may be associated with the United Islamic Front (known amongst western media as the 
Northern Alliance), entailing a number of context-specific factions, mostly from northern ethnic-minorities. 
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democratisation. However, it was underappreciated during the early years of the American-led 

intervention, despite existing understanding dating from America’s support of the mujahedeen 

and historical sources.14   

Consultation of historic texts dating from the British-Indian Empire reveals that Afghanistan’s polis 

traditionally operated within a decentralised, predominantly tribal culture of Shahs (kings) and 

clans. Mountstuart Elphinstone’s (1842) account of Afghanistan’s human geography, whilst dated, 

has likely never been bested. However, Britain’s historic interest in the region through the Great 

Game with the Russian Empire saw Elphinstone’s observations complemented by the likes of 

Ferrier (1858), Beller (1880, 1891) and Walker (1881). A comprehensive military dictionary of 

tribes and their influence was later produced largely from these sources (General Staff Army 

Headquarters India, 1910). This occidental understanding of Afghanistan’s tribal polity originated 

from translating Makhzani Afghani (Afghan Magazine), an indigenous account published around 

1620 and translated into English in 1829 (in Beller, 1891: 190).15 

Until supplanted, power and authority of the Shah’s government in Kabul was derived from and 

dependent upon the tribal system and Mohammed’s law. No other constitution or public records 

were present, and the Shah held no power to cede a tribe’s territory or raise land revenue from it 

(Elphinstone, 1842: 243-245). Provinces and their governors were treated with toleration, 

mildness, and equity by the Shah in Kabul out of a position of weakness and wisdom, with soldiers 

being loyal foremost to their local commanders (over their shah), and with many civil-conflicts, 

rebellious tribes and provinces (ibid: 249-250). Thus, historically, Afghanistan has not been 

accustomed to a strong centralised state, especially not in the south east. However, ominously 

and in contrast to this observation, the developing polity of the Islamic Republic has been accused 

of being one of the most overtly centralised in the world (Nixon and Ponzio, 2007: 32). 

 

14 CIA-led intelligence dating from America’s support of the mujahedeen during the 1980s expanded understanding of 
the Afghan socio-political and tribal context. However, while insights from historical study were likely advanced 
through small scale research projects, reputable reports such as those by the United Nations Development 
Programme were not undertaken until 2004 (UNDP, 2004).  

15 Much of the additional information on Afghanistan’s polis and polity found in texts written during the Great Game 
originated from ethnographic study and first-hand accounts.  
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Contrary to prominent argument by Kedourie (1994), democracy is not fundamentally 

incompatible with Islam, nor is it incompatible with the Afghan charchaokat-e Islam, or 

Afghanistan’s distinct socio-political context (Larson, 2009: 11-12). A form of rudimentary 

democratic governance existed in Afghanistan under the Aryans, with citizenry having a voice 

through sabhas (councils) (Ali, 1969: 9). This legacy may be identified in contemporary practices of 

shura and jirgas.  Post-2001 democracy’s compatibility in Afghanistan is in part indemnified by the 

Bonn Agreement and the subsequent Constitution of Afghanistan (CoA), which does not permit 

any new law to contradict Afghan interpretations of Islam (Katzman, 2006: 2). 

The markers of identity in Afghanistan are varied and complex and may be derived from ethnicity, 

inclusive of: Pashtuns (speaking Pashtu), Tajiks (Dari), Uzbeks (Uzbeki), and Hazaras (Hazaragi); 

religion (for instance, Sunni and Shia); and geography (with Pashtuns predominantly in the south 

and east and Tajiks, Uzbeks and Turkmen in the north, and Hazaras in the centre). Then there are 

also identities of the Kirghiz, Nuristanis, Arabs, Baluchis, Hindus, Sikhs and Jews, although many 

have left Afghanistan over the previous decades (Ali, 1969: 6; Goodson, 2003: 83-85) (see Figure 

1).16 The impact of the lengthy civil war upon this human geography, with some frontlines and 

ethnic boundaries coinciding, created the ‘salience of ethnicity in politics’ with regards to identity 

and power (Simonsen, 2004: 707). 

This salience of ethnicity may be witnessed amidst the mujahedeen infighting which occurred after 

the Soviet’s withdrew in 1989, whereby tribal loyalties soon took the form of a multitude of 

conflicting factions (Goodson, 2003: 83). It is further substantiated through contemporary study 

which found that ethnicity-led identity is an influential factor which correlates with power 

structures through its relationship with national culture in Afghanistan (Shayegan, 2014).   

Of particular significance for assisting democratisation in Afghanistan, this ethnically divisive 

landscape values the rights of groups, through sub-regional power structures, over the rights of 

individuals (contrary to western modes of democracy, which often champion individual civil 

 

16 Today, Afghanistan may be considered to comprise some 15 ethnic groups, including Pashtuns, Tajiks, Uzbeks, 
Turkmens, Hazaras, Balochis. These ethnicities may be divided further into multiple tribal confederations, with the 
Pashtuns alone comprising some 30 major confederations (Katzman, 2009: 15-16). There are a total of thirty-two 
spoken languages, the most common being Pashtu, Dari and Persian dialects. In part national identity is thus not from 
commonalities, but from differences. For a historical breakdown, see General Staff Army Headquarters India (1910).   
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liberties) (Johnson, 2006: 141).17 Thus, as has previously been argued, ethnic divisions are 

particularly liable to shape perceptions and political parties within the provinces (Coburn, 2010: 

14-15) (see Figure 1).18 

Figure 1: Ethnic Map of Afghanistan  

 

Source: Adapted from US Government (2005) 

It has been theorised that the endurance of imposed democracy as a polity is conditioned by the 

manner of its imposition and the socio-economic context of the hosting state (Enterline and Greig, 

 

17 The importance of tribe and patriarchal society is embedded within the traditional Afghan family unit (Ali, 1969: 33). 

18 Democratisation has not spurred multiple new political parties. Rather, parties are continuations of enduring ethno-
political factions and confederations. Furthermore, established loyalty networks (on ethnic foundations) in 
Afghanistan may act as agents of local level fraud or intimidation (Weidmann and Callen, 2013: 73). 
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2008). This may be related back to Dahl’s theorised ‘boomerang effect’ and risk of opposition 

(1971: 189-201). In the Afghan context, it should be considered in light of cultural imperatives 

such as the code of the pukhtunwali by which Afghans are honour-bound to live, and which 

includes notions of patriotism and the demand to repel outside invaders (Ali, 1969: 25-26).19   

With consideration of the ongoing Taliban-led (predominantly Pashtun) insurgency, the 

democratisation process (inclusive of the 2014 election) must be perceived as credible to all the 

ethnic groups of Afghanistan (Smith, 2014: 11).20 Furthermore, it must also strive to be compatible 

with traditional sub-regional power structures within which tribes and confederations operate.     

3. Background to the Democratisation Process 

This democratisation process is a by-product of the American-led intervention in Afghanistan, a 

response to 9/11.21 This intervention proceeded through enacting Article Five of the NATO 

Agreement, and subsequent engagement by America’s allies and the international community.22 

The intervention was conducted rapidly, and, arguably, with a lack of comprehension of the 

unique Afghan socio-political and historical context (McChrystal, 2011; Cowper-Coles, 2012: 299). 

The crux of contemporary Afghanistan’s geo-political context is that Afghanistan has been mired 

by conflict since 1978, resulting in what has been termed a ‘national deathtrap’, and a low life 

expectancy (Goodson, 2003: 82). As a result, by the commencement of the NATO International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in December 2001, under UNSC Resolution 1386, the Afghan state 

had never had the opportunity to recover from the previous Soviet occupation (Lucas, 2008: 138). 

In addition to a lack of comprehension concerning Afghanistan’s socio-political context, it may be 

argued that the intervention possessed unclear objectives and subsequently suffered from 

 

19 Local ownership is fundamental to rebuilding the Afghan state, while as Astri Suhrke noted, the internationalisation 
of Afghanistan’s strife may be fundamentally detrimental to this (2007b: 1305). 

20 If an ethnic group such as the Tajiks were alienated they could add a second front to the insurgency, along similar 
lines to the UIF. 

21 Contemporary democratisation of Afghanistan’s polity has been imposed from the outside. This may be understood 
in terms of conditionality to aiding the UIF towards victory over the then extant Taliban regime. This imposed 
democratisation, once seeded, has subsequently been aided by western states, non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs) and international organisations (notably the UN). 

22 Article Five is the NATO treaty’s mutual self-defence pact. 
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mission-creep. By 2006, for example, the NATO ISAF had assumed responsibility for security 

throughout the entirety of Afghanistan.   

Assisting democratisation in Afghanistan may be related to contemporaneous political thought 

housed within the Bush and Blair Doctrines.23 The Bush Doctrine, originating from Chapter Five of 

the American 2002 National Security Strategy, and the Blair Doctrine originating from his 1999 

speech in Chicago, are near synonymous in promoting norms of liberal interventionism and 

democracy promotion in order to counter rogue states.24 These doctrines correlate with the latter 

American and G8-led democracy promotion efforts through the Broader Middle East and North 

Africa (BMENA) Partnership Initiative, forwarded at the Atlanta G8 summit in 2004. Thus, as part 

of Bush and Blair’s wars, Afghanistan may be considered part of a greater doctrine of intervention 

and democracy promotion (Zonis, 2007: 231).  

Imposing democracy by a hurried mandate may be an act of false consciousness.25 Other options 

forwarded emphasised the construct of a strong, functional, decentralised state, which prioritised 

aid towards capacity building (Wimmer and Schetter, 2003). Similarly, Barakat and Zyck forwarded 

that democratisation should occur, but as a gradual process, with strong institutions first 

constructed in an undemocratic but functional manner (2009: 1081). Furthermore the previously 

deposed king, Mohammed Zahir Shah (1914-2007), had a strong claim to legitimacy and perhaps 

the potential to lead Afghanistan as a constitutional monarch.26 However, sponsoring a monarch 

was doubtless not acceptable to American ideals.  American reports identify the holding of a series 

of elections as providing the Afghanistan government with legitimacy (Katzman, 2006: 6). 

Reforming central government was an American-led priority, with additional focus levied to local 

democratic governance to alleviate burden (Ibid., 2009: 2). 

 

23 For a progressive account of the Blair Doctrine in his own words, see Blair (1999, 2004, 2009, 2014). In his memoires 
Blair noted that in Afghanistan he perceived ‘no neat distinction between a campaign to exorcise al-Qaeda, or to 
prevent Taliban re-emergence, or to build democracy’ (2010: 362). 

24 See White House (2002) and Blair (1999). Blair persisted with the doctrine, with his speech to Bloomberg raising 
fears of radical Islamism as a global problem which is being side-lined by geo-political crises, such as those over 
Ukraine and Crimea (Blair, 2014). 

25 Taking from Marxist and Critical Theory schools of thought; the necessity to quickly impose democracy in 
Afghanistan may in part be derived from the centrality and popularly perceived legitimacy of democratic societal 
power structures in the West. 

26 Afghanistan was previously a constitutional monarchy (1964-1973). 
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This path of rapid democratisation was unprecedented. As Sherard Cowper-Coles (2012) noted, 

when an historic great power was attacked by barbarians or from ungoverned lands, there were 

broadly three common responses: either to mount a brief ‘punitive expedition’ in retaliation; 

establish a ‘client kingdom’, or alternatively and as a last resort; annex the territory and bring it 

into the empire (2012: 289).27 Through unclear objectives, American military power and mission-

creep, the intervention transcended the first two of these responses and subsequently drifted in 

shades of grey between founding a client kingdom or proxy state, and full occupation.28 This 

ambiguity may perhaps be accredited to America being ill-suited to leading such a ‘quasi-imperial’ 

expedition (ibid: 277), with Karzai’s administration fluctuating between being respected and over-

ruled by American-led efforts.   

The timetable for democratisation is contained within the Bonn Agreement. This was track-one 

official mediation. However, not all stakeholders were represented or signed the document; 

notably the Taliban were absent, while the document also largely side-lined Pakistan and Iran 

(Goodhand and Sedra, 2010: 82). American military power pushing the United Islamic Front (UIF) 

towards victory in Afghanistan and (temporarily) vanquishing the Taliban permitted the UIF elites 

to participate at Bonn from a privileged position. However, these elites who became empowered 

to stand as presidential candidates were the same warlords who had previously allegedly engaged 

in ethnic cleansing and other war crimes while fighting over Kabul in 1994; what Gannon termed a 

‘deal with the devil(s)’ (2004: 35-36). The UIF warlords positioning here was through their being 

‘on the right side of the War on Terror’ (Goodhand and Sedra, 2010: 82).  

Post-Bonn international engagement progressed through the Tokyo and Berlin conferences until 

the 2006 Afghanistan Compact Agreement (ACA), where it was declared that democratic 

governance and human rights ‘constitute the cornerstone of sustainable political progress in 

Afghanistan’ (London Conference on Afghanistan, 2006: 3). However, the new institutions of 

Afghanistan instigated after the Bonn Agreement and working towards democratisation, human 

 

27 Sherard Cowper-Coles was Britain’s Ambassador to Kabul (2007-2009) and the Foreign Secretary’s Special 
Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan (2009-2010). 

28 There is a theoretical case for resolving perpetual conflict (as in Afghanistan) by ‘giving war a chance’ or pushing one 
side towards total victory (Luttwak, 1999), in this case the UIF vanquishing the Taliban. However, it is also a 
Machiavellian axiom that a prince should never accept the assistance of foreign military auxiliaries unless they wish to 
be under their power (Machiavelli, 2010: 54), as the UIF subsequently found themselves under America’s power.   
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rights, security, stabilisation and other dimensions have been accused of creating a multitude of 

contradictory and competing agendas (Nixon and Ponzio, 2007: 28-30).29   

4. Competing Systems 

America’s Special Envoy to Afghanistan, James Dobbins, claimed in 2005 that the Bonn Agreement 

had been ‘remarkably successful’ (in Kurata, 2005). However, despite elections and other early 

deadlines being met, Bonn failed to craft peace by the time of the ACA (Jalali, 2006: 4). Giustozzi 

accredited the escalation of the Taliban-led insurgency to the intrinsic weakness of the post-Bonn 

Afghan state as conceived and as rebuilt (2007: 7). After their exclusion at Bonn it was not until 

the decision to open an office in Dubai in 2012 that the Taliban could potentially be included in 

constructive dialogue. This was long after Obama’s surge, despite it purportedly comprising 

diplomatic dimensions in building towards Afghan ownership, democracy and reconciliation 

(Obama, 2009, 2011). 

The ongoing Taliban-led insurgency and ‘shadow’ governance is the elephant in the room.30 The 

democratisation process is a component of the political imperative to win over Afghanistan’s 

human geography and pacify the Taliban, thus preventing Afghanistan from returning to a terrorist 

haven. As such, democratisation may be considered a contributor towards conflict-resolution.  

This is inclusive of initiatives such as the Afghan Peace and Re-integration Programme (APRP) with 

its aim to assimilate citizens into the new polity.31 

The Taliban-led insurgency in Afghanistan may be conceptualised as a ‘revolutionary war’, in that 

it seeks to overturn the Islamic Republic through both political and military dimensions (Fall, 2009: 

369-370). Indeed, the Taliban’s fervent rejection of the 2014 election may in part be a tactical 

 

29 Of pertinent note here is the contention inherent within the security/development nexus, and which needs to come 
first in order to facilitate the other.   

30 The Taliban-led insurgency is predominantly Pashtun, and strongest in the south east of Afghanistan, along the 
porous border with Pakistan (see Figure 1). 

31 In traditional conceptualisations of insurgency, the insurgent depends upon the civilian population for logistical 
needs, leading to the people being the metaphorical sea in which the insurgent fish swims (Tse-Tung, 2000).  The 
insurgency may be defeated through either co-opting or achieving the loyalty of the polis and insurgents, or by 
destroying them.   
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gambit to develop their political power (Giustozzi, 2014: 26-27). However, it should be noted that 

the post-2001 Taliban is not the same entity which once reigned over most of Afghanistan. Indeed, 

Taliban is perhaps best understood as an umbrella term comprising a multitude of factions.32   

It is doubtful that the Taliban Rahbari Shura (central leadership council) or any single prominent 

personality, such as Mullah Mohammed Omar or Abdul Qayum Zakir, hold a direct monopoly of 

influence over the insurgency.33 Rather, the sum of the insurgent network entails semi-

autonomous centres of power through the likes of Quetta and Peshawar shuras and the Haqqani 

and Mansur networks, which hold sub-regional influence and varying degrees of autonomy 

(Giustozzi, 2014: 6; Ruttig, 2009: 78-83). As a result, it is difficult for observers to discern the 

Taliban’s policy tacks. 

Diplomatic efforts to pacify and assimilate the Taliban into the legitimate democratic process have 

been uninspiring. Karzai’s favoured Afghan High Peace Council (HPC), since its inception after the 

2010 Kabul Peace Jirga has been impeded from progressing with talks in Dubai/Qatar. Despite 

implementing some practical steps, such as requesting Taliban negotiators’ removal from UN 

sanctions lists (HPC, 2012), calls from the HPC (and Pakistan) for insurgent groups to participate in 

Afghan-owned reconciliation processes have been ignored. Those participating Taliban and ex-

Taliban members of the HPC are not being publically backed by the Taliban’s Rahbari Shura 

(Shalizi, 2014).34   

While civilian and diplomatic efforts have failed to entice the Taliban (and associated shadow 

governance) into participating in the new polity, as demonstrated in their conspicuous absence 

from the 2014 election, hard-power exertions have also proven limited. The American-led NATO 

ISAF counterinsurgency campaign waged in Afghanistan suffered through ‘a very superficial 

understanding’ of the Afghan socio-political and historical landscape (McChrystal, 2011; Cowper-

 

32 For a comprehensive account of the nature of the post-2001 Taliban, or ‘Neo-Taliban’, see Giustozzi (2007, 2009). 

33 Abdul Qayum Zakir recently stepped down as the Taliban’s military leader (Stancati et al, 2014). 

34 Furthermore, the HPC itself has been criticised for being disconnected from Afghan civil society representatives and 
for being unclear over objectives of reconciliation within the Afghan context (Gossman, 2011). 
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Coles, 2012: 299).35 Although a cult of expertise spawned over the praxis of counterinsurgency, 

including a new field manual coordinated by General Petraeus (who led the 2010 surge),36 the 

rulebook was not well adhered to in Afghanistan. In part this may be attributed to difficulties in 

pursuing a military campaign simultaneously with democratisation (Cowper-Coles, 2012: 277-

280).37   

Nevertheless, fundamental mistakes were made within the counterinsurgency campaign. This may 

be illustrated by the muddled chain of command (and lack of unity of command),38 despite the 

established axiom that fighting insurgency dictates the need for strong leadership (Ladwig, 2007: 

60-61), and the importance of civil-military coordination being recognised early on in Afghanistan 

specifically (Weinberger, 2002).39 It has been argued that popular Afghan dissatisfaction with the 

counterinsurgency campaign became so prominent that much of Karzai’s support during the 2009 

presidential election originated from his promising to curb NATO operations (Katzman, 2009: 19). 

5. The 2014 Presidential Campaigns 

The legal framework for vetting presidential candidates is detailed within articles of the 2004 CoA 

and includes criteria such as the requirement for the candidates to be Muslim. More nuanced is 

the criteria that they be clear of crimes against humanity or other convictions, or through article 

15 (3), that they must not be a commander of unofficial armed groups (Ayub et al, 2009: 15). 

Although such criteria fit with international norms, Afghanistan has not always possessed a 

functional justice system, while marginalising commanders is not easy in practice (Ennis, 2006: 11-

12). Furthermore, through decades of civil war Afghanistan is embedded with strongmen and 

warlords who must be reconciled and assimilated into the legitimate democratic political process.   

 

35 Furthermore the military intervention, in instances, has not significantly impacted upon established sub-regional 
power structures (Műnch, 2013: 64-65). 

36 See Petraeus and Amos (2007). 

37 Force of arms and democratisation amidst conflict mired states can suffer from conflicting means and agendas, 
even if ideally a counterinsurgency campaign entails military and political dimensions.  For insights see Collier (2009). 

38 Incidentally, a muddled chain of command and disparity of effort was also a foremost failing which occurred during 
previous Soviet efforts in Afghanistan (Braithwaite, 2012: 85). 

39 The details of civil-military coordination and the likes of Provisional Reconstruction Teams (PRTs), while prominent 
within the state-building and counterinsurgency efforts, fall beyond the scope of this paper. 
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On commencement of campaigning, those operating within the new democratic polity remained 

largely UIF associates, while the Taliban-led insurgency remained in overt opposition (Giustozzi, 

2014). Nonetheless, the build-up to the election contrasted with the 2009 precedent. For instance, 

the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) took the lead in security provision, and there was 

significantly enhanced transparency (FEFA, 2014c).  The Afghanistan TOLO News television and 

internet service, launched in 2010, is demonstrative of this. 

Campaigning built towards the ballot entailing the Single Non-Transferable Vote System (SNTV), 

voting for individuals not parties, although provinces may have multiple representatives elected 

(Katzman, 2006: 3-4). In 2009 Afghans had been cynical over such campaigns, perceiving the 

winner to be decided by America and other international actors, clandestine negotiations, and 

electoral fraud (Bijlert, 2009). However, in 2014 impartial civil society organisations credited 

electoral preparation as having improved compared with previous efforts, while also noting that 

voters were displaying greater awareness that they were contributing towards an 

institutionalisation of democracy (FEFA, 2014b: 2). Surveys revealed the legacy of the 2009 

election resulted in only 25 percent of respondents believing the 2014 election would be ‘free and 

fair’, but nevertheless 92 percent of respondents supported the idea of elections, and 79 percent 

still intended to vote (FEFA, 2014: 140).  

The number of nominated presidential candidates was reduced as the campaign progressed.  

Some were co-opted into supporting other candidates, while 16 were disqualified in October 2013 

by the International Election Commission (IEC) for reasons entailing insufficient support, foreign 

citizenship, and other criteria stipulated within the CoA (Smith, 2014: 12).40 The substantive 

campaigns originally entailed 11 candidates in total, which later reduced to eight, of which three 

may be considered main contenders (see Table 1). 

Presidential candidates were predominantly Pashtun, Afghanistan’s dominant ethnic group. 

However, candidate’s vice-president running mates were more representative of Afghanistan’s 

prominent ethnic minorities, such as Hazara, Tajik and Uzbeks (Shayegan, 2014: 123). Abdullah 

 

40 A figure of 100,000 overt supporters had been enshrined as being the minimum number required to stand (Loyn, 
2013).   
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Abdullah’s candidacy was anomalous, through his Tajik mother. This is significant with regards to 

his support base. While provisional results for round one showed that Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai’s 

votes mostly originated from Pashtun majority provinces, Abdullah’s votes appeared to have 

originated from provinces with a strong Tajik and Hazara population; with the Hazaras surprising 

observers by bloc voting for Abdullah (Suroush, 2014). 

 
Table 1: Presidential Candidates 

Candidate Ethnicity Comments Participation 

Abdullah Abdullah Pashtun; 
(Tajik 
Mother) 

Ran in the 2009 election as Karzai’s foremost 
opposition; Former Foreign Minister; Associated 
with the UIF and Ahmad Shah Masood; Medical 
Doctor; Muhammed Khan as running mate 

Round One Winner at 
44.5 percent 

Ashraf Ghani 
Ahmadzai 

Pashtun Ran in 2009; A technocrat formerly with the 
World Bank; Former Finance Minister; Ex-
Warlord Abdul Rashid Dostum as running mate; 
American educated 

Round One Second at 
31.5 percent 

Zalmai Rassoul Pashtun Associated with Afghan Royalty; ex-Foreign 
Minister; Associated with warlords; Female 
running mate; French educated; Medical Doctor 

Ran  
(Round One Third) 

Abdul Rab Rassoul 
Sayyaf 

Pashtun Alleged associations with Al Qaeda and the 
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood; Associated with 
the UIF and warlordism 

Ran 

Qutbuddin Helal Pashtun Graduate of the Kabul Military Academy (1970); 
Engineer; Vice-President (1993-1996); Member 
of Hezb-i-Islami 

Ran 

Gul Agha Sherzai Pashtun Associated with the UIF; Governor of Kandahar; 
Governor of Nangarhar (2004-2013); Special 
Advisor to Karzai 

Ran 

Hedayat Amin Arsala Pashtun Ex-Foreign Minister; Vice President; Senior 
Advisor to Karzai; American educated; World 
Bank Economist 

Ran 

Mohammad Daoud 
Sultanzoy 

Pashtun Minister of Ghazni Province; Engineer; Pilot in 
America; Publically backed woman’s rights 

Ran 

Abdul Rahim Wardak Pashtun Career mujahedeen commander; ANSF Soldier; 
Defence Minister 

Withdrew 

Qayoum Karzai Pashtun President Karzai’s brother; ex-Minister; 
Businessman 

Withdrew 

Sardar Mohammad 
Naeem 

Pashtun Lived in London; British Educated; Son of an 
Afghan Diplomat; Businessman 

Withdrew 

Source: AP (2014); Graham-Harrison (2014b); Loyn (2013); Smith (2014: 12-13); TN (2014); WSJ (2014)  

 

To win support from Pashtun voters, Abdullah selected Muhammed Khan, a Pashtun, as his 

running mate (Smith, 2014: 13). Abdullah was also prominent because of his legacy of running in 

the 2009 election, from which he withdrew after winning approximately 30 percent of the vote, 
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declaring concerns of fraud (Smith, 2014: 12; TN, 2014).41 Since before the 2009 election Abdullah 

headed the most established opposition bloc to Karzai, through association with prominent 

factions of the UIF, including Jamiat-i-Islami (Tajik), which later reconciled with lawful elements of 

Hezb-i-Islami (Pashtun) through Khan’s partnership (Clark, 2014).42 

Campaigning shifted notably after the 5th April ballot as the picture of results developed.  The six 

candidates who were not going to be in the subsequent run-off, divided their support between 

Abdullah and Ashraf Ghani.43 In third place, Zalmai Rassoul looked to form a coalition, but with 

little prospect of success, with all such negotiation conducted behind closed doors (Sadat, 2014b). 

Despite polling poorly, Rassoul was of prominence for his being President Karzai’s preferred 

candidate after Karzai’s brother was persuaded to withdraw (Smith, 2014: 12). As a result, both 

Abdullah and Ghani ‘horse traded’ to gain his support; Karzai’s family (and preferred candidate) 

still holding discernable power (Shalizi and Laurence, 2014). Ultimately, Abdullah won Rassoul’s 

backing, standing him in good stead for round two.44   

Although little evidence suggested women or ethnic minorities were excluded from this 

campaigning, issues nonetheless remain.45 Barriers to women were identified, as were disparities 

in funding and hindrances to accessing media outlets and state resources (FEFA, 2014: 8).  

Inclination to participate also varied across provinces, with citizens of Kabul and the central region 

being considered least likely to vote, largely through fear of fraud and mismanagement (ibid: 7). 

Furthermore, the campaigns did not reach the 2.6 million Afghan refugees registered in Pakistan, 

who, as a result, were disenfranchised (Shams and Khan, 2014).46   

 

41 Fraud aside, Abdullah Abdullah may have been the real winner of the 2009 election. 

42 Jamiat-i-Islami and Hezb-i-Islami were longstanding bitter rivals, as two prominent blocs within Afghanistan’s civil 
war.  Unlawful confederations of Hezb-i-Islami are associated with the insurgency. 

43 Neither Abdullah nor Ghani won over the 50 percent required by the CoA to avoid such a run-off. 

44 However, in a twist of fate Abdullah latter accused Karzai of facilitating fraud in support of Ghani, during round two 
of the election (Report, 2014). 

45 Approximately 40 percent of polling stations were restricted to female voters only (IEC, 2014b). 

46 This is a highly significant factor which risks being overlooked as a simple matter of convenience. However, it should 
be recalled that many of the Taliban’s fighters who vanquished the various warring mujahedeen factions during the 
1990s originated from Afghan refugee camps in Pakistan (Braithwaite, 2012: 302-303). 
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5.1 Overview of Round One 

An apparent consensus was rapidly constructed within the media, who forwarded that the ballot 

on 5 April was conducted relatively cleanly and successfully, albeit proving unable to offer a clear 

winner in the first round (BBC, 2014; Francis, 2014; Harooni and Donati, 2014; Rosenberg and 

Sukhanyar, 2014).47 However, whereas a clear winner would have been beneficial in offering the 

new President the legitimacy of popular support, a victory by an unprecedented margin could 

equally have incited allegations of substantial fraud.   

With over 7 million ballot-papers submitted from approximately 12 million registered voters, there 

was almost a 60 percent voter turnout. This is far more successful than in 2009, while The Free 

and Fair Election Forum (FEFA) also noted fewer security incidents than during the 2009 and 2010 

elections (2014c: 2).48 This represents a level of success close to that of the 8 million votes of the 

2004 election, which similarly had less than the expected violence (Katzman, 2006: 3). This has 

done much to dispel the negative 2009 precedent. 

Independent reporting within Afghanistan from FEFA declared broadly favourable observations of 

the process and conduct behind the ballot (FEFA, 2014c).  Furthermore, there was also significant 

external praise from the international community. This entailed supportive commentary from 

NATO’s Secretary General, the British Foreign Secretary, and President Obama on aspects of the 

election process inclusive of the voter-turnout, security provision, and the vibrant campaigning 

and demonstrated determination of the Afghan citizenry (FCO, 2014; NATO, 2014; Obama, 

2014).49   

 

47 It should be noted that not all news media has framed the ballot positively. Beyond the growing popular consensus 
of success, media outlets have noted factors inclusive of the unsavoury nature of the presidential candidates, 
significant levels of fraud, violence, minimal woman voters, and the rural/urban divide (Redmond, 2014). There have 
also been accusations of a deliberate dis-information campaign, with Afghanistan’s media adopting a ‘cheerleading 
role’ in order to counteract fear-mongering (Ahmed, 2014, in Redmond, 2014). For Afghan-led election commentaries 
see the IEC (www.iec.org.af), the IECC (www.iecc.org.af), FEFA (www.fefa.org.af), and TOLO News 
(www.tolonews.com). 

48 FEFA is an independent Afghan civil society organisation which monitored the election through approximately 
10,000 observers. 

49 Supportive commentary originating from the parties behind the imposition of democracy may likely be biased. 
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Of perhaps more acute relevance, the EU’s Election Assessment Team (EAT), observing from 

within Afghanistan, reported extremely positively on the poll’s conduct, especially with regards to 

progress made within its legal framework (EUEAT, 2014). During a meeting at the Afghanistan 

presidential palace, the heads of the IEC and the Independent Election Complaints Commission 

(IECC) both reported on the election as being a success.  President Karzai subsequently announced 

that the election was ‘a fully Afghan-led process and a major victory for further consolidation of 

democracy in the country’ (Office of the President, 2014). 

Although the Taliban were by no means silent, the level of violence on polling day was less than 

feared.  EU observers found that most polling stations opened despite threats of violence (EUEAT, 

2014).50 However, FEFA observed that violence or the threat of violence resulted in 437 polling 

sites being closed, with 323 security threats reported (2014b: 5). The IEC itself declared that of 

6,423 polling stations, 6,218 were active, with 205 inactive through security concerns (IEC, 2014c). 

A more disturbing picture was presented by a review conducted by the New York Times on polling 

stations in Andar, a district of Ghazni Province with a troublesome security situation. Findings 

indicated that over half of the polling stations in Andar were closed entirely or were open but with 

limited activity, despite thousands of votes being submitted (Ahmed, 2014c). Andar has a history 

of being a Taliban stronghold, including hosting the Nur-ul-Madaris madrassa so a low turnout was 

not surprising.51 However, inconsistencies between eye-witness accounts concerning closed 

polling stations and contradictory claims from the IEC are concerning (Rahman, 2014). Other 

observers had also been frustrated by the reluctance of official bodies such as the IEC and IECC to 

be transparent with their data in instances (Bijlert, 2014b).  

The relative lack of insurgent violence was unexpected (Ahmed, 2014b). However, confused 

signals from the Taliban may be due to a change in their self-justification, their mission shifting 

from ejecting foreign occupation, towards Islamising the state; arguing that elections were 

western and illegitimate (Osman, 2014). After round one’s polling the Taliban announced the 

 

50 The run-offs risked an increased level of violence as a result of encroaching on the Afghan summer fighting season. 

51 The Nur-ul-Madaris madrassa was a religious school in Andar district, recently re-opened after being closed due to 
insurgent infiltration. 
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commencement of the year’s fighting season (12th May) with declared targets including 

government officials and parliamentarians, in addition to foreign forces (Trofimov, 2014). Reports 

of large scale insurgent attacks already appeared prior to 12th May, with over 100 insurgents 

overrunning a checkpoint in western Farah Province (RFE/RL, 2014).52 

5.2 Overview of Round Two 

Despite placing second in round one, Ghani polled ahead of Abdullah in a survey of 2,806 Afghans 

during the run-up to round two (49 percent to 42 percent), demonstrating that Ghani may have 

won much of the previously eliminated candidate’s supporters (Garfield, 2014). This may be 

explained through Ghani’s running mate, the former warlord General Abdul Rashid Dostum, 

popularising Ghani with Uzbek voters, if not Hazara and Tajiks (Crilly, 2014; Garfield, 2014; 

Rosenberg, 2014).53 

With the fighting season underway, insurgent violence was markedly greater than during round 

one. Abdullah survived an assassination attempt against his motorcade whilst campaigning in 

Kabul, with the complex ambush bearing indicators of Taliban responsibility (Shah, 2014). 

Abdullah, holding strong associations with the UIF, adopted a firmer anti-Taliban narrative, which 

in part explains why the Taliban targeted him. Indeed, Ghani (if not his running mate General 

Dostum) may have been perceived as the softer option by the Taliban. Holding technocratic and 

overseas aid experience, Ghani may also have been favoured by international stakeholders 

(Rosenberg, 2014). 

Lessons learned from round one were implemented to improve the process for round two, 

entailing additional polling stations, a (five percent) contingency of voting materials, and enhanced 

 

52 Furthermore, President Karzai’s government revealed fears to the media concerning the ANSF being over-stretched 
after the withdrawal of ISAF, while disbanding CIA trained paramilitaries risks opening the door to the insurgents in 
vulnerable locations, and well trained fighters taking pay from the Taliban (Dozier, 2014). 

53 Contradictory analysis forwarded that Jombesh-i-Melli Islami (The National Islamic Movement for Afghanistan) of 
Uzbek and Turkmen northern provinces, which supports Ghani/Dostum, was split through young and educated voters 
being disillusioned with General Dostum and perceived fraud (Ali and Ruttig, 2014). 
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vetting/employment of staff (IEC, 2014b).54 The IEC claimed over 96 percent of the 6,365 planned 

polling centres opened, with a repeated turnout of over seven million (IEC, 2014), demonstrating 

continued popular support for the process.55 Preliminary IECC reports were also favourable; more 

so than for round one (2014; 2014b; 2014c). 

FEFA reported that voters during round two seemed more determined, and clearer about whom 

they supported (2014d: 1). ANSF, civil society and the media were also praised for contributing 

towards a favourable environment and credible process (Ibid). Despite increased insurgent 

activity, fewer polling stations (177) were identified as closed due to security concerns. Although, 

it was noted that insurgent aggression was complimented by regional strongmen attempting to 

fraudulently subvert the process (IECC, 2014c; FEFA, 2014d: 4). Nonetheless, fewer irregularities 

were declared by FEFA compared with the 5 April ballot. 

Afghanistan being a large, predominantly rural state and comprising multiple identities results in 

many fragmented perspectives. Positively, preliminary analysis presented from within Afghanistan 

was cautious, yet broadly complimentary.56 IEC implementations of lessons learned placated some 

previous candidate complaints (Bijlert, 2014) and generally an encouraging determination was 

witnessed in the provinces (AAN, 2014b). Furthermore, and promisingly for inclusion, Pashtun 

tribes of the south east mobilised women voters (in support of Ghani) (Ruttig and Ibrahimi, 2014). 

However, intense campaigning uncovered polarising ethnic and tribal cleavages (AAN, 2014). 

Both candidates pushed the limits of the process’s durability through all but proclaiming victory 

immediately after the ballot, alluding to fraud as being the only obstacle (Graham-Harrison, 2014). 

Such assertions inevitably impede acceptance of defeat, and risk provoking revolt amongst the 

ethnic voting blocs on the loser’s side. Furthermore, the candidates had already been chided by 

the Electoral Media Commission (EMC) for unlawful campaigning, entailing ‘discriminatory 

 

54 FEFA, although praising the election day administration as a whole, questioned how fully lessons learned from 
round one had been employed by the IEC during round two (2014d: 2). 

55 This high turnout was reported within hours of the ballot closing, which has led to speculation of it being 
exaggerated (Bezhan, 2014). 

56 For analysis on Afghanistan and related subject matter from contributors largely in Afghanistan see the Afghanistan 
Analysts Network (AAN) (www.afghanistan-analysts.org) and the Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit (AREU) 
(www.areu.org.af).  
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languages and tribal, racial, linguistic, regional, and religious prejudices which cause split and 

disunity’ (IECEMC, 2014).         

6. Discussion 

The incoming president is burdened by a situation whereby the insurgency is escalating, the 

Afghan war economy is shrinking, negotiations are floundering, NATO ISAF is withdrawing, and 

future foreign aid is uncertain (ICG, 2014; Katzman, 2014; O’Donnell, 2014). Furthermore, a 

salience of ethnicity amidst politics endures, illustrated by bloc voting and Pashtun confederations 

supporting the Taliban. 

The socio-political context of Afghanistan offers additional nuances. Voting practices may be 

influenced by insurgent subversion but also by the traditional Afghan family unit, sub-regional 

power structures, and the individual’s ethnicity or gender among other factors. It is known that 

female voters abstained from voting in the past through apathy but also through fear and tradition 

(Constable, 2009).  Although promisingly, research conducted by FEFA found 85 percent of survey 

respondents claimed that they would select their favoured candidate themselves (2014: 7). 

Nonetheless, a functional democracy in Afghanistan may differ distinctly to democratic precedents 

in the West. Sixty-eight percent of Afghan respondents to a survey believed that Afghanistan was 

progressing in a positive direction (FEFA, 2014: 9). However, should it become popularly perceived 

that Afghanistan is becoming occupied by westernised values, then Afghan resistance may rise, as 

per Dahl’s ‘boomerang effect’ against occupation (1971: 189-201). Thus, for democracy to take 

hold in Afghanistan it must be framed according to Afghan values, and must not seem to entail 

what are perceived to be western excesses (Larson, 2010: 2).   

As Mohammed Ali noted, prior to the Soviet intervention Afghan culture was a blend of the 

traditional and the novel, but was still very much a heterogeneous entity, veering between 

extremes of conservatism and enlightenment (1969: 4). It would be unrealistic to presume that 

Afghan culture has become more homogenous since, through enduring decades of divisive civil 

war. Fundamental cleavages persist within society, as does the risk of acute polarisation.  
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Within Afghanistan’s landscape there exists a significant urban-rural divide and many internally 

displaced persons. There have been indications that the centralised presidential model may not be 

taking hold in rural districts (Aikins, 2014). This holds true to historic precedent, with the rural 

provinces resisting strong rule from Kabul. Although in Kabul and amongst ethnically dominant 

Pashtuns there may be little overt desire for a federal or confederate model of governance in 

Afghanistan, some ex-mujahedeen strongmen have forwarded the possibility (including General 

Dostum and Ismail Khan of the UIF) (Simonsen, 2004: 716). These strongmen may find 

comparatively more power in such a decentralised model.57   

To survive in the new Islamic Republic’s polity, strongmen need develop political legitimacy, or 

succumb to the system, as demonstrated by Dostum and his support from the Uzbek and Turkmen 

minority (Giustozzi, 2005: 14), which is an example of the solidarity of ethnicity arising from 

conflict (Ibid: 8-9). Warlords and strongmen should not be considered the foremost agents of 

democratisation but it is counterproductive to ignore their position of power in rural Afghan 

society, where tradition holds sway (Roy, 2005: 1006). 

While traditional power structures persist in Afghanistan, ethnic minorities (and strongmen) are 

provided a voice within the new structures, as with the elected 249 seat Wolesi Jirga (Katzman, 

2009: 3). To President Karzai’s credit, many strongmen were co-opted by regional positions of 

power (Giustozzi, 2007: 15-17), while compromise and negotiation has largely facilitated the 

confinement of ethnic and tribal quarrels to realms of political competition, allowing Karzai to 

focus on the Pashtuns and insurgent factions (Katzman, 2009: 6-7).58  

A risk exists however that too much compromise with rural strongmen arguably undermines the 

authority of the centre, while Karzai’s previous appointments of provincial governors (with 

unsavoury backgrounds) prompted confrontation between Karzai and his western sponsors (Ibid: 

7-8). In the early post-Bonn years, Lakhdar Brahimi, the UN’s Special Envoy to Afghanistan, 

lamented that Karzai’s regime in Kabul was reminiscent of what became of the mujahedeen 

 

57 There remains a risk that rural strongmen (along with narco-mafia) may become spoilers to the democratisation 
process if they are not successfully co-opted. 

58 It should be noted that extant political parties, while a necessary component in the process, have been identified as 
problematic for ethnic and historical factors in addition to the SNTV system of voting (FEFA, 2014: 8). 
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government in 1992 (in Gannon, 2004: 37). A sustainable balance of power must be struck 

between the Islamic Republic’s administration and the rural provinces.    

It should be remembered that while democracy is not fundamentally incompatible with 

Afghanistan, the democratisation process ongoing within Afghanistan did not commence at the 

agency of local actors, but was imposed. Furthermore, it is evident that this process is operating 

amongst a distinct socio-political, ethnic, and historical context which the international community 

perhaps lacks the nuances to understand (FEFA, 2014: 5). 

In this environment the imposed democratic institutions are being added to existing traditional 

national and sub-regional power structures, and the ramifications of conflict dynamics, with little 

apparent desire for western individual societal freedoms (Lough, 2011: 4). As a result, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that studies have found that perceptions amongst Afghan citizens have regarded 

democratic plurality as contributing to Afghanistan’s insecurity (Larson, 2009: 27). Post-2014, 

synthesis of power structures must be enhanced as a priority. 

In addition to implications with regards to Afghanistan’s socio-political makeup, the 2014 election 

must be analysed in terms of fraud and the legitimacy of the greater democratisation process, the 

ongoing insurgency, and Afghanistan’s continued recourse to overseas aid assistance.   

7. Electoral Fraud 

The various incarnations of electoral-fraud risk significantly undermining the 2014 election, and 

the credibility of the greater democratisation process.59 Contemporary study has shown that 

perceptions of efficacy and fairness increase the legitimacy of the process (Berman et al, 2014). 

Moreover, both Afghan and international respondents to surveys have popularly defined success 

as attaining a transparent and credible process (Kippen, 2008: 18). The failure to attain this 

credible process could result in reduced levels of support for democratisation from the losing 

candidate (and those socio-political power structures they represent), the international 

community (and aid donors), and ultimately strengthen the hand of the Taliban-led insurgency.  

 

59 For a theory of election fraud, utilising the 2009 Afghanistan presidential election as its case study, see Weidmann 
and Callen (2013).  See Callen and Long (2011) for fraud during 2010 parliamentary elections.  
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The previous presidential election of 2009 significantly damaged the legitimacy of the 

democratisation process. This election was mired by accusations of fraud, including ballot box 

stuffing, multiple voting by individuals and intimidation (Smith, 2014: 11); the EU decreed that as 

many as 1.5 million votes were ‘suspicious’ (in Buckley, 2010: 7). Further, it was well known that 

President Karzai, during his electioneering and in governance, tolerated (or abetted) significant 

levels of official corruption (Katzman, 2009: 8-9).60 Recent study found only 45 percent of 

respondents believed previous elections were ‘free and fair’, while finding that faith in the 

democratic process was decreasing (FEFA, 2014: 7).  

It subsequently became essential that the 2014 election should be perceived to be more credible. 

But it was reported that fraud was again substantial. Electoral management and legal practices 

had improved from previous elections, but nonetheless amidst round one there were 298 

incidents of FEFA’s independent observers being denied access (176 in round two), 759 incidents 

of voting materials shortages (368 in round two), and a total of 4,033 incidents of polling centres 

either not opening or not closing on time (740 in round two, with 99 closed all day) (FEFA, 2014b: 

3; 2014d: 3-4).   

Other issues entailed quality of ink, unlawful campaigning and the illegal transfer of ballot boxes 

(FEFA, 2014b; 2014d; IECC, 2014b). Concern also arose over the observation that the number of 

ballot cards issued surpassed the size of the electorate by more than 6 million in round one 

(Ruttig, in Smith, 2014: 14). This correlates with FEFA’s observations of 141 incidents of ballot 

stuffing (42 in round two), 507 incidents of proxy voting (114 in round two), and 998 incidents of 

underage voting (377 in round two) (2014b: 5; 2014d: 4).61 

The quantity of irregularities required that the process of counting the ballots for round one be 

delayed in order for the IEC to investigate them all (IEC, 2014d). Furthermore, the IECC noted that 

 

60 The significant level of fraud during the 2009 election resulted in a number of opinions, with perspectives of 
legitimacy divided between the urban and rural Afghans, and of course whether they voted for Karzai or Abdullah 
(Coburn, 2009: 2-3). There also continues to be concern that foreign states within the international community, 
including America and Pakistan, will influence elections (FEFA, 2014: 9). 

61 In total, some 375,000 votes were discounted during round one. Rather milder cheating was also noted, as with 
Ashraf Ghani and his running mate General Dostum being cautioned by the IECC for commencing their campaigning 
earlier than permitted (Amini, 2014). 
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over 2,000 complaints had been registered in round one, with over 1,000 of these being against 

the IEC itself, mostly complaining that IEC staff were biased towards particular candidates (Sadat, 

2014).62 A large number of these petitioning complaints were filed by the candidates’ staff (FEFA, 

2014c). However, positively, both IECC and FEFA reports showed round two’s preliminary fraud 

statistics to be more encouraging than for round one (IECC, 2014; FEFA, 2014d).   

Of great importance is the rigour with which the IECC scrutinises this alleged fraud (FEFA, 2014d). 

While levels of fraud, mismanagement and intimidation are to be expected in Afghanistan, Afghan 

perceptions of the elections (and thus the legitimacy of the greater process) will be influenced by 

how the issue of fraud is handled.63 Thus, investigation of alleged fraud should continue, with 

transparency, until a popular perception of legitimacy is attained. 

8. The Insurgency 

The decision to impose the democratisation process and electoral cycle rapidly was underpinned 

by a rationale of legitimacy (Katzman, 2006: 6). However, as with previous elections, the 

campaigning for the 2014 presidential election failed to entice the Taliban and assimilate them 

into this legitimate process (Giustozzi, 2014). Claims that the relatively high voter-turnout signifies 

that the Taliban have become ‘marginalised’ (BBC, 2014b) are not conducive to bringing the 

insurgents into the legitimate process. While the Taliban are not a spent fighting force, the best 

defence of the Islamic Republic is to co-opt moderate factions of the Taliban into the legitimate 

process, rather than risk an escalating civil war.64  

Through revolutionary warfare, the Taliban’s foremost aim may be construed to be to destroy the 

democratic polity in its entirety. However, instigating low level intimidation strong enough to 

deter impartial election observers may actually facilitate co-opted strongmen to conduct local 

level ballot fraud. Intense conflict is required to cause established loyalty networks to flounder 

 

62 Preliminary IECC reporting detailed far fewer allegations against the IEC during round two (IECC, 2014c). 

63 President Karzai’s favoured proxy candidate trailing in distant third place in the ballot is perhaps reassuring of 
limited administration-led fraud. 

64 The Northern Ireland ‘troubles’ may be a suitable analogy with regards to the importance of inclusion within the 
legitimate political process. 
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(Weidmann and Callen, 2013: 73). The relative lull of insurgent activity throughout the 2014 

election begged questions concerning what the Taliban were planning.   

Possessing multiple factions and identities, the Taliban’s relationship with elections and 

intimidation is ambiguous.65 Some confederations may be open to a democratic element within 

Afghan society (Giustozzi, 2014: 18-19).66 This may be seen in the desire to develop political power 

(Ibid: 26-27). It is notable that one presidential candidate, Qutbuddin Helal, is associated with 

Hezb-i-Islami, a faction itself with unlawful elements associated with the insurgency. However, he 

ran as an independent candidate, did not publically represent insurgent elements, and he suffered 

threats (Saifullah, 2014).67   

In 2014, with the transfer of responsibility from NATO ISAF to the ANSF, prospects are unclear.68 

The Taliban-led insurgency has not vanquished and is not reconciling with or assimilating into the 

legitimate process. To employ an analogy, in 2012 the Taliban mounted a significant and 

successful attack on the hub of British operations in Afghanistan, at the Camp Bastion, 

Leatherneck, and Shorabak (BLS) complex.69 That the Taliban could successfully attack this fortress 

in the desert emboldened Taliban commanders and created a precedent for instigating further 

such attacks (US Department of the Army Report, 2013: 3). This symbolic failure of western 

military might demonstrates the uncertain security environment which the ANSF is inheriting.70 

 

65 Not all of the insurgency is necessarily motivated by politics or ideology; there also exists much opportunistic 
criminality. The opiate trade, while arguably a necessary element of Afghanistan’s coping economy, has created 
transnational smuggling rings, cultivating new foreign patrons, and diverting funds to illegal militia elements 
(Goodhand, 2008: 407-409). There also exist localised fighters, or ‘accidental guerrillas’ with disparate aims (Kilcullen, 
2009). 

66 However, issues would still exist concerning interpretations of democracy, including the likes of female participation 
and other western democratic norms. 

67 Abdullah Abdullah’s running mate, Muhammed Khan, is also affiliated with Hezb-i-Islami, including in the past as 
their intelligence chief during the 1990’s era civil war (Clark, 2014). 

68 Timely commentary has noted that the military successes of the Islamic State of Iraq and al Sham (ISIS) in Iraq and 
Syria risks setting a precedent for the Taliban to mount a similar offensive in Afghanistan (Ashraf, 2014).  

69 This isolated and fortified camp in the desert housed British, American and ANSF troops, including the British 51 st 
Squadron RAF Regiment, specifically for force protection (House of Commons Defence Committee, 2014: 10). 

70 The tactical lessons-learned from succumbing to the 2012 BLS Taliban attack hold similarities to the greater failings 
of the NATO ISAF counterinsurgency campaign at the national level. These failings include an underestimation of the 
Taliban in addition to lacking overall command unity, and a failure of command ‘direction and oversight’ (US 
Department of the Army Report 2013; House of Commons Defence Committee, 2014: 7). 
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Therefore, unless the democratisation process succeeds in reconciling and assimilating moderate 

insurgent factions in Afghanistan, divisive cleavages and polarisation will inevitably continue into 

the future. This is indemnified in the Taliban’s shifting agenda from expelling NATO forces to 

targeting the Islamic Republic’s government and parliamentarians (Osman, 2014). 

9. Overseas Aid 

Continued engagement by the international community within the realms of security cooperation 

and aid to develop government capacity is essential in order to bolster the incoming Afghan 

premiership. The 2014 election is significant not for the ballot alone, but for launching the next 

chapter of Afghan governance. Afghan acknowledgement for the need for continued assistance is 

identifiable with the popular support the presidential candidates gave to the Bilateral Security 

Agreement (BSA) (Abrahimkhail, 2013), which Karzai delayed signing. While the state of the 

Afghan economy dictates that continued financial aid is a necessity for paying soldier, policemen 

and civil-servant salaries (Redmond, 2014).   

Conversely, western conditionality and practices of aid risk potentially undermining assistance. 

Because of significant corruption being evident within Kabul, it has been common for donors of 

overseas aid to avoid directly financing the Islamic Republic’s central government (Katzman, 2009: 

9). However, much of what aid donors identify as corrupt or unsavoury practices may in fact be 

necessary given the context of power structures within Afghanistan. Depriving the President and 

his government of control over the state’s purse strings may also damage perceptions of the 

President’s power and authority within Afghanistan (Surhke, 2007: 14). 

Unless the 2014 election (and democratisation more broadly) is perceived to be legitimate and 

successful in the eyes of the international community and Afghan citizenry, external and internal 

support will be jeopardised. This is evident within the British International Development 

Committee’s recent report, which notes that significant levels of overseas aid to Afghanistan (and 

Pakistan) is justified as it contributes to countering Islamic extremism but with success uncertain 

its sustainment is questionable (2014: 9). A parallel here could be drawn with the socialist 

government of Afghanistan, which did not succumb to the mujahedeen immediately after the 
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Soviet 40th Army disengaged in 1989, but in 1992, after the collapse of the Soviet Union and Soviet 

financial aid became exhausted (Smith, 2014: 42). 

10. Conclusion 

Afghanistan is a state with a distinct socio-political and historical context, having evolved through 

a cultural heritage that includes the Aryans, Achaemenians, Ancient Greeks, Parthians, Scythians, 

Yueh-chis, Ephthalites, Turks, Arabs and Mongols amongst others who traversed the silk route (Ali, 

1969: 3-7; Bellew, 1891: 2-5; Ferrier, 1858: 1-3). The British, Soviet and American-led interventions 

of modern history perhaps do not rank so highly in influencing realms of Afghan polity and politics 

as the short-sighted may otherwise presume.   

Commentary concerning the 2014 presidential election must pay heed to this greater context of 

Afghanistan. However, this latest election has demonstrated that progress is being made, even if 

(as has frequently been said on Afghanistan before) considerable work still needs to be done 

(Cowper-Coles, 2012). The difference from 2014 onwards is that, with much western support 

disengaging, Afghans need to own the process.    

Amidst western democracy there may be perceived to exist a policy-gap between what a political 

party promises during their campaigning, and what they may actually achieve once elected. It may 

be presumed that the standpoint from being within political office differs to the view from 

outside. In the context of 2014 Afghanistan, the incoming president is bound by intricate 

circumstances over which they hold limited influence. Governance from Kabul has never 

historically held inordinate power over the rural provinces, and only so much can be expected 

from the Office of the President today (Smith, 2014:42-43). Greater significance may be drawn 

from the greater processes and systems of democratisation, than from isolated ballots. 

If this democratic transferal of power is to grow into a functional Islamic Republic it must evolve as 

a distinctly Afghan mode of democracy, founded in traditional Afghan values and the Afghan 

charchaokat-e Islam. Furthermore, Kabul must compromise with and share power with the 

provinces, whilst becoming acceptable to the more moderate Taliban confederations which must 

ultimately be co-opted into the new polity. It may be unsavoury for the international community, 
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but an Afghan strongman may offer a more fruitful premiership in the Afghan context than a 

western educated technocrat who has worked at the World Bank.   

It is likely an act of false consciousness to pursue a western mode of democracy in Afghanistan. 

The only potential manner of imposing such a polity would be through complete occupation and 

colonisation, as with Cowper-Coles last resort (2012: 289), whilst accepting that resistance may 

never cease entirely. By 2014 there is clearly not the support for enforcing a ‘one size fits all’ 

model of democracy. Instead, the new polity of the Islamic Republic must offer the Afghan 

citizenry a better deal, in accordance with traditional Afghan values, when compared with the 

insurgent’s alternatives.   

A potential future dilemma is whether such a distinct Afghan mode of democracy, while more 

likely to prosper in Afghanistan, would still be attractive to international aid donors. However, 

expansion of soft power, such as with aiding democratisation, is most likely to succeed when 

working with ‘the grain of local values’ (House of Lords Select Committee, 2014: 73). 
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